Cygnus X-1: shedding light on the spectral
variability of the hard state of black holes
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We present an analysis of extensive recent monitoring observations of the black hole X-ray binary
Cygnus X-1 obtained as part of the 2007 to 2010 Cygnus Region Key Programme observations
of the INTEGRAL mission. Cyg X-1 is one of only three persistent black hole binaries in our
galaxy that spend most of their time in the hard spectral state. We concentrate on constraining the
parameter range of the hard spectrum, a measurement that is typically difficult to obtain with high
accuracy for transient sources, but which is important to know in order to understand the physics
of the hot plasma of the jet base and/or the corona. While the hard X-ray spectrum of Cyg X-1
is one of the best studied examples of its kind, e.g., through our years long monitoring campaign
with RXTE , the INTEGRAL monitoring allows us to study the spectral evolution from about half
an hour over a few days to a few weeks, timescales that have been in part only sparsely sampled so
far. After spending ∼ 3 years in the hardest regime of its parameter space, the source displayed a
softening and flaring episode in mid 2009 and entered a soft state in early 2010 June. We compare
X-ray broad band spectra (RXTE , INTEGRAL ) of these two emission states. Furthermore, we
use INTEGRAL /IBIS to extend the timing analysis with a resolution of up to 0.1 s to energies
above 20 keV.
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Figure 2: INTEGRAL , Swift /BAT, RXTE /ASM and AMI lightcurves of Cyg X-1 during the KP.

1. Introduction: The Cyg X-1 Key Programme
Cyg X-1 is a persistent, bright high mass X-ray binary, which spends most of the time in the
hard/low state, but shows excursions into the soft/high state. The source has been observed as part
of the INTEGRAL Key Programme (KP) since 2007. An example intensity mosaic of the Cyg X-1
field from the KP is shown in Fig. 1.
Within the ongoing KP fall a long, extraordinarily hard state (2006 to spring 2010, see [5]),
a short radio flaring episode in spring 2009 (about MJD 54950–55050, KP revolutions 803–806
cover the beginning) and, since summer 2010, a soft state (KP revolution 938 covers the transition
2
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Figure 1: Intensity mosaic for the Cyg X-1 field in the 20–40 keV (left) and 40–80 keV (right) energy bands
for the KP revolutions 803–806. Named boxes indicate sources detected with σdet ≥ 6.
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Figure 3: cutoffpl (left) and comptt (right) fits to Cyg X-1 spectra from KP revolution 742.

into the soft state). Lightcurves of Cyg X-1 taken with different instruments since MJD 54500 are
presented in Fig. 2. While the radio flaring episode of spring 2009 was observed in the soft X-rays
with RXTE /ASM, there is no indication of extraordinary activity in the Swift /BAT energy range.
The soft state of summer 2010 is clearly visible both in the soft (increased ASM count rate) and
hard X-rays (decreased BAT count rate).

2. Spectral modelling and evolution of the spectal parameters
We extracted spectra for all the Science Windows (ScWs) in the Cyg X-1 KP using OSA 9.
To achieve a better signal to noise ratio all spectra from a given INTEGRAL revolution (∼ 3 days)
were then added. Following the recommendation of the IBIS cookbook1 , a systematic uncertainty
of 2% was used when fitting.
Both the empirical cutoff power law and simple thermal Comptonization models (cutoffpl
and comptt, respectively) allow for good fits to the ISGRI data in the 20–500 keV range, as can
be seen from the example presented in Fig. 3. In RXTE observations the temperature of the seed
photons for the comptt model has been previously constrained to a range around roughly 1 keV
[8]. This parameter can not be constrained in the ISGRI data and has been frozen to a value of
1 keV. Fitting this parameter neither significantly improves the fit statistics nor causes changes in
other model parameters. Both models usually result in fits of comparable quality (see Fig. 4 for
2 values). Especially, we do not see the instrumental line at ∼ 60 keV, which has been reported
χred
for previous versions of the OSA software [6].
Figure 4 shows the evolution of the spectral parameters on the timescale of single revolutions.
Although there is a clear rising trend in the values of the reduced χ 2 , no systematic contribution to
the residuals persisting over several revolutions is apparent. It can be assumed that this trend can
be attributed to time dependencies which are not taken into account by the current response.
The best fit values for the revolutions 803–806 (MJD 54962–54973, 10.5.2009.–22.5.2009) do
not show any deviations from the values observed for other revolutions in the prolonged hard state.
This result agrees with the fact that the radio flare of spring 2009 is not seen in the BAT energy
range, i.e. the flaring episode does not show typical transitional behaviour.
1 See

http://isdcul3.unige.ch/Soft/download/osa/osa_doc/osa_doc-9.0/osa_um_
ibis-9.2/index.html
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Figure 4: Fit parameters of the best fits with cutoffpl
(black) and comptt (blue) models for the observations
of Cyg X-1 during the time of the Cyg X-1 KP. Grey and
cyan points signify revolutions with less than 25 ScWs of
Cyg X-1 observations and therefore less well constrained
spectra.
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Table 1: Best fit parameters for simultaneous RXTE and INTEGRAL /ISGRI observations of Cyg X-1
during the 2009 soft episode (RXTE Obs-ID 94121-01-00-00 and INTEGRAL revolution 803).

instrument
PCA & HEXTE
PCA, HEXTE & ISGRI

Γ1
1.78 ± 0.10
1.77 ± 0.10

Γ2
1.48 ± 0.02
1.48 ± 0.02

Efold [keV]
197 ± 20
143 ± 4

The fit parameters clearly differ only for the two observations in spring 2010 (revolutions 929
and 938), which were both conducted during the beginning of the transition to the soft state. Note
that both revolutions do not fall within the soft state itself. In terms of the cutoffpl parameters
the slope steepens and the cutoff energy Ecut increases. In the Comptonization description the
optical depth τ decreases and the plasma temperature kT increases. These trends are consistent
with previous INTEGRAL results [1] as well as the spectral evolution as seen by RXTE [8].
During the spring 2009 radio flare episode simultaneous RXTE and INTEGRAL /ISGRI data
are available. In Fig. 5 and Tab. 1 we present a fit of these data using the RXTE Obs-ID 9412101-00-00 and the INTEGRAL revolution 803 as an example. We employ a broken power law
model modified by an exponential cutoff and a Gaussian at 6.4 keV to describe the Fe Kα line.
Additionally the interstellar absorption is taken into account.
The best fit parameters for the slope for the RXTE only and the RXTE and INTEGRAL
spectra fitted together agree well within the respective uncertainities. The value of the power law
slope at energies above 10 keV also agrees with the INTEGRAL only results from above. The value
of the cutoff energy changes strongly between RXTE only and combined RXTE and INTEGRAL
data. Given the additional data points at high energies a change in this parameter is not unexpected.
4
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Figure 6: Leahy-normalized [4] PSDs of Cyg X-1 calculated from lightcurves created with the ii_light
algorithm.

The value for the combined fit of ∼ 140 keV agrees well with the INTEGRAL only value from
above. This strengthens the notion that no effect of the radio flare is seen at energies of 20-500 keV.
The latest Cyg X-1 KP observations available at the time of the analysis presented here cover
only the very beginning of the transition to the soft state. A first analysis of the RXTE observations
of the soft state have been presented by [3]. Note that only the use of both timing and spectral
properties allows for an exact state characterisation [3, 7].

3. X-ray Timing Analysis with INTEGRAL
The use of the ii_light algorithm for lightcurve extraction allows us to achieve a time
resolution of up to 0.1 s for sources as bright as Cyg X-1 (∼ 100 cps with ISGRI in the 20–40 keV
band). Here we present PSDs calculated in the 20–40 keV energy band on ii_light lightcurves
with 1 s and 0.1 s time resolution for the revolution 742. As Fig. 6 shows, the PSDs agree well
with each other. The PSDs are shown in Leahy normalisation [4], where the Poisson noise level
should be equal to 2 rms2 /Hz independent of source properties. This is clearly not the case, instead
the PSDs flatten out at values of ∼ 200 rms2 /Hz. In their analysis of Vela X-1 Fürst et al. [2] re5
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Figure 5: Best fit broken power law models for simultaneous RXTE (PCA: red circles and HEXTE: blue triangles) and INTEGRAL /ISGRI (brown boxes) observations of Cyg X-1 during the spring 2009 soft episode.
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ported a Poisson noise contribution of 100 rms2 /Hz when using OSA 7 and ii_light generated
lightcurves with 6 s time resolution. They have also shown that in spite of the anomalous noise
the characteristic frequencies are well reproduced. The higher anomalous noise contribution in the
presented PSDs might be either due to a different software version or the different source field or
a combination of both. The shape of the INTEGRAL PSDs can therefore be used for the source
variability analysis, allowing us to extend the timing analysis to higher energies, but the behaviour
of the anomalous noise has to be investigated further.

We have analysed the spectral evolution of Cyg X-1 as observed with INTEGRAL /IBIS during
the INTEGRAL Cyg X-1 KP. The source spectrum is stable in the IBIS energy range during the
prolonged hard state as well as the radio flare and stepens as the source enters the soft state. During
the radio flare, RXTE data agree with the spectral parameters derived from INTEGRAL data only
The timing analysis suffers from problems with anomalous noise, but using the shape of the PSDs
should allow to extend the analysis of the source variability into the IBIS range.
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